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The cardiac motion is affected by two asynchronous yet

rhythmic motion vectors; its own systolic/diastolic cycle

and the respiratory motion. Current motion estimation and

correction algorithms are capable to estimate and correct

these motion artifacts for PET imaging. Nevertheless,

there is no definitive answer for the path of motion

correction. With the data binned into corresponding

cardiac/respiratory gates we have two options. The first is

to calculate the motion fields and correct each gate to

match the reference (direct motion correction). The

second is to calculate the motion fields of the gates that

contain only one motion component against the reference

and correct each gate with a sequential warp (indirect

motion correction). The benefit of the second motion

correction is the need of fewer motion fields.
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For this experiment, we utilized the 4D XCAT

computational phantom with simultaneous respiratory and

cardiac motion. We then generated a 20 minutes

acquisition for a Siemens Biograph mMR PET-MR

scanner, by using an analytic method of simulation, and

STIR [1]. The images were reconstructed with Iterative

reconstruction (OSMAPOSL) for 10 iterations with 21

subsets per iteration. Our targets for this experiment were

three simulated atherosclerotic plaques inside the

coronary arteries of the heart as presented in Figure 1 [2].
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Figure 2. The calculation of motion vectors, using a hierarchically adaptive local
affine registration algorithm. Each gate is registered to a reference gate. The
reference gate in this occasion is the 1st respiratory/1st cardiac combination.
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Figure 5. Motion correction results for three plaques where a static acquisition is
compared against a blurred, an RTA with direct motion vectors and an RTA
with indirect.

Figure 3. Comparison of a direct versus an indirect method of motion correction
for dual gated data. The addition symbol represents each warp performed
during the RTA for the sample gate.

The motion correction was performed using the

reconstruct-transform-average method (RTA), with direct

following one warping and the indirect with two sequential;

the respiratory motion component first, followed by the

cardiac. We then draw ROI on the plaques and we

estimate the recovery rate for each correction method.

RESULTS

Figure 1. The three coronary plaques, as simulated with use of the XCAT
computational phantom.

Afterwards, the data were binned into 16 gates; 4

respiratory and 4 cardiac. The motion estimation was

performed by using the Hierarchical adaptive local affine

registration algorithm with mutual information as a

registration parameter and sum of square distances as a

similarity measure as presented in Figure 2 [3]. The 15

motion fields generated from this method were used

towards the direct motion correction, where the indirect

method used only the 6 motion fields (three with

respiratory only motion and three with cardiac only

motion). As Figure 3 demonstrates, a direct motion

correction uses the motion vectors created for this specific

gate, where an indirect, handles the issue incrementally

by applying the correction first for respiratory and

afterwards for the cardiac motion.

The Following figure provides a visual representation of

the success of an RTA motion correction for the 1st

coronary plaque.

Figure 4. Motion blurred PET simulation from cardio-respiratory motion,
compared with the ideal, the motionless and the product of a reconstructed
transform average application (RTA) for direct and indirect motion correction.
Three plaques (indicated with an arrow) are corrected using and RTA
methodology for a 3 iteration 21 subset reconstructed PET dataset.

While the SUV mean of all plaques is significantly

recovered, the differences in percentage recovery

between indirect and direct RTA motion correction are

statistically insignificant (lowest P-value 0.34)

• The small variation of SUV estimation with a direct and

indirect motion correction suggests that an indirect motion

correction, a method that requires fewer motion vectors, is

comparable with a direct method.

• a reduction of motion variables will accelerate the

processing speed while reducing the expected workload in

motion correction algorithms and especially in motion

compensated image reconstruction frameworks.

• A indirect method also promotes the differentiation of the

motion estimation parameters for cardiac and respiratory

motion.

• Further investigation is necessary towards the

implementation of a sequential Motion Compensated Image

Reconstruction algorithm or the development of toolkits,

capable to perform reliable vector mathematics.
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